Pharmacologic evidence for nociception resulting from noncontingent "rewarding" brain stimulation.
Prolonged noncontingent electrical stimulation to rewarding brain sites will elicit escape behavior in rats. This study was designed to determine if this escape behavior is reinforced by the termination of a nociceptive stimulus or reinforced by the rewarding effects of the onset of the next stimulus. In the present experiment we determined the effects of the hyperalgesic naloxone (NX) and the analgesic ethylketocyclazocine (EKC) on the threshold for escape from electrical brain stimulation to the medial forebrain bundle-lateral hypothalamic area (MFB). Results indicate that EKC (0.5-1.0 mg/kg) raises the escape threshold, whereas NX (8.0-16.0 mg/kg) lowers the escape threshold, suggesting that escape from electrical brain stimulation to the MFB is the result of the nociceptive quality of stimulation and not the result of the rewarding effects of the onset of stimulation.